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“Show us a man who never makes a mistake and we will show a man who never makes anything. The
capacity for occasional blundering is inseparable from the capacity to bring things to pass.”. ~ Herman
Lincoln Wayland (1830-1898)

What You Can Share
You can share your knowledge as you know it by creating wiki pages, and others can edit your
pages to help grow the subject.
This is a collaborative project where all content is free and available for the public.
You may submit your own original works, and you may submit copyrighted material with the
permission of the originator of such material.
This knowledge base of content is completely open, all content in our repository can be copied,

shared, and used in any manner the user deems appropriate as long as the use is in line with
common decency and in the spirit of sharing, learning and creating.
Please research your projects carefully and diligently, post only meaningful articles and
images and ﬁles, and name all your ﬁles appropriately before uploading to our database.
If you don't want your media or text entries edited mercilessly or copied and used else
where, please do not post it here.
Above all, contribute, edit, and collaborate with boldness! Others can always come in behind
you and clean up, verify, reference and add! Just have fun!

Geolocated
Research
Click on the GLOBE
to view research
pages by region.
Explore the regions of
the world where you
can click on a marker,
and see the
associated wiki page
for that region! Go
ahead, give it a try! Click on our Interactive
Map.
Please use our Geolocation tool to plot the
location of your research project. You can do this
at the time of project page creation. Everything
and everyone comes from somewhere! Use the
Geolocation tool to show us where it, or they
came from.

Open Edit Projects
The following wiki pages are "Open Edit" pages
for our guests to add their entries.
Glossary of Woodworking
Glossary of Woodworking
Glossary of Woodworking
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Hand Tools
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Glossary of
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Hand Tools
Instructions
Welcome to our
Glossary of
Woodworking Hand
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Tools" to this
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Introduction Wood
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Slash Pine
The Tree The Slash
Pine grows rapidly
and is one of the
most important and
proﬁtable of our
southern yellow
pines The name
"slash" is given the
tree
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Longleaf Pine
The Tree The
Longleaf Pine is
one of the
outstanding pines
of the southern
forests and one of
the four southern
yellow pines. It is a
straight tree
Jack Pine
The Tree The Jack
Pine is generally
considered an
inferior species.
However, it is
gradually growing
into commercial
importance as
stands of the hig
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Bald Cypress
The Tree The
Baldcypress is a
well balanced and
attractive, long
lived tree which
may grow to large
size. It is one of the
deciduous conifers.
It gr
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Virginia Pine
The Tree Virginia
Pine is a tree
similar in shape to
Jack Pine with long
branches, more or
less ragged, and a
ﬂat straggly open
top with usually a c
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Pitch Pine
The Tree Pitch Pine
is one of the
smaller hard pines,
attaining a height
of 40 to 70 feet
with a trunk
diameter of from
12 to 30 inches.
Usually it
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The Tree Shortleaf
Pine is one of the
four most
important hard
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because of its
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Two Inside Calipers
Attribution: Glenn McKechnie, CC BY-SA 3.0 , via Wikimedia Commons
Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c3/InsideCalipers.jpg
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Old Woodworking Tools
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Old Tools

Categories
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Spokeshave
The spokeshave reﬁning the form and edge of a wood billet.
Reference:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/30/Utilisation_d%27un_wabstringue_-_Mobilier_National.jpg
Source:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/30/Utilisation_d%27un_wabstringue_-_Mobilier_National.jpg
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Pronunciation En Plane
Source: https://forvo.com/word/plane/#en
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Shopsmith Logo
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State Trees Map
A list of the state trees along with a graphic map.
Reference: From an educators website "Exploring Nature".
Source: https://www.exploringnature.org/db/view/State-Trees
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Bigtooth Aspen Buds
Bigtooth Aspen bud
Reference: Photograph by Christopher Burnett
Source: https://ﬁneartamerica.com/
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Fort Edmonton Park
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Populus Grandidentata (Michaux)
Bigtooth Aspen, Populus Grandidentata (Michaux)
Source: www.starhillforest.com
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You are free to:
Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format
Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material
The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

Under the following terms:
Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes
were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor
endorses you or your use.
NonCommercial — You may not use the material for commercial purposes.
ShareAlike — If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your

contributions under the same license as the original.
No additional restrictions — You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally
restrict others from doing anything the license permits.

Notices:
You do not have to comply with the license for elements of the material in the public domain or where your
use is permitted by an applicable exception or limitation.
No warranties are given. The license may not give you all of the permissions necessary for your intended
use. For example, other rights such as publicity, privacy, or moral rights may limit how you use the
material.

Above all
We just want you to enjoy the information here, we hope you ﬁnd it useful and educational. Please use the
content within this woodworking wiki in the spirit of sharing, collaboration and research. An open web
beneﬁts all!

The Patriot Woodwiki by The Patriot Woodworker Community is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

